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I INTRODUCTION:
Traffic surveillance system extracts accurate traffic information for traffic flow control such as vehicle count, vehicle classification and vehicle speed..Hence in the day time counting the vehicle will be somehow easier than in the night time because the vehicles will be visible in the day time whereas in the night time those vehicles will not be visible due to dim light and also that there will be a strong reflection on road surface due to vehicle's headlights. Hence it will be difficult to calculate the vehicles in the night time.And also it is noted that in night time only the headlight of the vehicle will have high intensity value.Therefore by that information we can detect the vehicles in night scenes.In our existing paper,they concentrated on night time vehicle headlight detection and tracking in gray scale image. During the tracking and pairing the headlight, bidirectional algorithm has been used.In particular they used a vanishing point calculation for tracking and pairing the vehicle's headlight.There is a problem in the vanishing point calculation due to this counting will not be an accurate one we will see about this in detail existing work description.. In our paper, we present a approach for vehicle headlight detection, tracking, and pairing in night time traffic surveillance video. Through a simple yet effective bidirectional reasoning algorithm by incorporating the size, position, edge based, and motion information. Finally, the trajectory of the vehicle's headlight is employed to calibrate the surveillance camera to differentiate moving vehicles from motionless background scenes based on change detection. Other studies [3] [4] use spatial-temporal difference features to segment moving vehicles, while the methods in utilize techniques based on background subtraction to extract moving vehicles.
III EXISTING WORK DESCRPTION
The headlights of the vehicle's are detected,tracked and paired in night night time by the existing work.It contains two features in headlight detection of the vehicle. They are reflection intensity map and suppressed map. The reflection intensity map is obtained by the light attenuation model and the reflection suppressed map is obtained by the laplacian of Gaussian filter.From this the reflections on the road surface can removed.Then the headlights are tracked and paired by using the bidirection reasoning algorithm.Through this the number of vehicles can be counted. Finally, vehicle's speed has estimated by using the surveillance camera.The bidirectional reasoning obtained by calculating the position,size, vanishing point and the motion information.The following tabulation represents the number of vehicles counted per frame by using the vanishing point calculation. 
III PROBLEM IN THE EXISITING WORK
In this exisiting work vanishing point calculation has been used for pairing the headlights of the vehicle. There might be a problem occur if one of the headlights of the four wheeler is wrongly paired with the two wheeler headlight.At that time it may include that wrongly paired vehicle headlights also one of the count.The pairing of vehicle headlights by using the vanishing point calculation is shown in this figure(a).From this it is noted that the one of the headlights of the some cars are wrongly paired with the one of the headlights of the other cars.So the existing work will not give the correct result. 
III PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In our proposed we are counting the vehicles in night time in a traffic area. The proposed method has three phases. They are preprocessing, segmentation, tracking and pairing the vehicle's headlight. Intially the captured video should be converted into the frame and we subject this frames for preprocessing. By using the filters the noise has been removed from the frame. Here we are counting the vehicle in night time. Therefore in night time only vehicle's headlight will be visible.Hence with the help of headlight information only we can count the vehicles for that first we have to segment those vehicle's headlight. For segmenting the vehicle's headlight we are using the edge based technique. The main objective of segmentation is to eliminate the road reflection due to vehicle's headlight. Once the headlight has been segmented then those headlight have to be tracked and paired. For pairing the vehicle headlight we are using the bidirectional reasoning algorithm. for tracking the vehicle's headlight we are using the connected component labeling(CCL).Based on paired results we can count the vehicle in night scenes. And also it is noted for error compensation we using the fuzzy hybrid interference information mechanism(FHIIM).By using the fuzzy logic we can generate the rule. Rule can be generated based on size, shape, color, distance between two headlights in a vehicle.
In particular we are generating the rules based on the distance between the two headlights of a vehicle. Thereby we can improve the accuracy while counting the vehicle. 
IV MODULE DESCRIPTION A.LOAD VIDEO:
The input video can be loaded and it is converted into frames by using [X] = aviread(...) A = aviread(pathname,filename) reads a grayscale or color image from the file specified by the string filename. If the file is not in the current folder, or in a folder on the MATLAB path, specify the full pathname. The input video is in .avi format. Here are Converting into frames as rate as 15frames paer second.The video which we used here is a car traffic video.For our video we can get (20 X 10) frames,Totally we can get 200 frames.
B.PREPROCESSING:
Preprocessing is nothing but removal of noise from frames. There are several filters to remove the noise, in particular we are using the Gaussian filter. The noise may be due to displacement of lens in our camera, or while transformation of an image.As shown in fig(d) . The Gaussian filter is a non-uniform low pass filter. Generally noise may get included due to change in atmospheric condition.It is important to remove noise to make sure that vehicle's headlights are very clear.
C.EDGE BASED DETECTION:
Edge detection is the approach used most frequently for segmenting images based on the abrupt(local) changes in intensity. Edge detection is used to detect and link edge pixels to form contours. There are several steps involved in edge detection they are smoothing, enhancement, detection and localization. In this paper the edges are detected based on gradient edge detection because laplacian edge detection are fail to detect the edge with high intensity point variations and also it is impossible to detect the image which has so much of noise.It is noted that there are several detectors in gradient edge detection.Here we are using canny edge detector to detect the edges in congested scenes
D.BRIGHT OBJECT EXTRACTION:
For extracting the headlights here we are using the thresholding technique. We know that in the night time, headlights pixels will have a high intensity value. Based on that we can segment the headlight. Suppose that the gray-level histogram corresponds to an image, f(x,y), composed of dark objects in a light background, in such a way that object and background pixels have gray levels grouped into two dominant modes. One obvious way to extract the objects from the background is to select a threshold 'T' that separates these modes. Then any point (x,y) for which f(x,y) > T is called an object point, otherwise, the point is called a background point.
As a result we can get the bright objects which consists of vehicle's headlight and also other bright objects.
E.MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION
Even though the bright objects are extracted it is important to extract the headlights of a vehicle separately. We know that in night time road reflection cause a major problem. Hence it is important to remove those reflection, for that here we are using the morphological operation. It is noted that some these reflection may reduce the accuracy of counting. That why it is important to suppress the road reflection. There are several types of morphological operators in particular we are using opening and closing operator.As a result we can get only the headlight of the vehicle.
F.VEHICLE TRACKING AND PAIRING:
From the morphological operation we could get the binary image. For tracking and pairing the vehicle headlight we are using bidirectional algorithm. The algorithm works in the following way. According to the intensity value, the pixels are grouped. If the grouped pixels are of similar size then it is consider as two headlights are belongs to the same vehicle. Thus the headlights are detected from the vehicle. From the grouped pixels centroid point is calculated. If any of the centroid point are lie on the same line then the two headlights are paired as a result vehicle count has been increamented. vehicle tracking and identification process includes three phases. First, the vehicle component tracking process is associated with the motion relation of vehicle components in succeeding frames by analyzing their spatial and temporal features. Then, the phase of motion-based grouping process is applied to the tracked vehicle components to construct whole moving vehicles. These moving vehicles are then tracked in the vehicle tracking phase. Finally, the vehicle recognition phase identifies and classifies the types of tracked vehicles.
V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
. 
B RESULTS ON HEADLIGHT EXTRACTION
In nighttime video scenes to represent the presence ofvehicles headlight is a strong and consistent feature.For that purpose by applying the thresholding method, the headlights of movingvehicles can be efficiently segmented in nighttime traffic images as shown in fig (f) .Here we are setting the 240 pixels as the threshold value. According to that pixel value , it segment the pixels of headlights in traffic image sequences.
C RESULTS ON THRESHOLDING
Above fig(f) represents the bright light extraction,to count the number of vehicles in night scenes ,the headlight is a strong and consistent feature In this study, the pixels of the headlight images are segmented in grayscale images by the thresholding method. Here the threshold value is set as 240 pixels.
D RESULTS ON MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION
After segementing the headlight portions, but still there is some reflections which are mainly due to the common light sources, such as rear lights, street lamps and some reflections of headlights .These Reflections are the main source of interference with headlight detection. We can differentiate between headlights and reflections by their shapes because the shape of headlights were stable when compare to their reflections .Therefore by using morphological operation we can suppress the reflections on the road surface as shown in the fig. 
V CONCLUSION
The proposed method has produced the vehicle detection and tracking systems in night time for identifying and classifying the moving vehicles in congested area. Intially the edges of the objects are detected by using a canny edge detector. The bright-object extraction in the segmentation process done by the thresholding technique. Then the headlights of the vehicles has tracked by using the connected component labeling technique and that headlights can be paired by the bidirectional reasoning algorithm. From this we can get the number of vehicles accurately without any fault. 
VI FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
For further studies, the vehicle type classification function can be further improved and extended by integrating some sophisticated machine learning techniques such as support vector machine classifiers on multiple features, including vehicle lights and vehicle bodies, to further enhance the classification capability on more detailed vehicle types, such as sedans, buses, trucks, lorries, and light and heavy motorbikes therefore by using this result we can separate four wheelers and two wheelers.
